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QUANTUM MIRROR


The “quantum mirror”, even by including it, overtakes the definition of the 
“therapeutics mirror” that invites us, by observing the behaviours of others, to 
conscientise our own repressed behaviours and emotions.


Through our way of acting and of thinking in our everyday life, it reveals to us 
memories-information of a karmic origin that the soul has memorised during its 
multiple incarnations, and even beyond if we accept the reality of other dimensions 
of existence !


“[...] a “spokesperson”, in response to the resonance that we emit through our 
energetic bodies, re-activates a behaviour that in ourselves, triggers an emotional 
reaction (fear, shame, cries, avoidance, rejection…). It is therefore our attitude as a 
consequence to the behaviour of the other, that we absolutely have to observe in 

order to become conscious of it.


This “providential” spokesperson (the Angel within the other), reacts in picture - 
mirror that agitates itself in front of our eyes, like a “puppet” -, to the exact 

retranscription of the “unconscious” energy that comes from our own energy bodies. 
This in order to make us able to decode the animal and instinctive behaviour buried 

in our subconscious and coming from our reptilian brain.


The ensemble of our incarnations’ behaviours (past and future) inscribing 
themselves, like a computing programme in our current life, is there expressed 

through our subconscious. This last one concentrates and sums up all the 
multidimensionality of our being.


From this fact, our unsolved incarnation experiences, always encrypted in our 
genetics, still manifest themselves at this current time through our energetic fields. 
They express themselves essentially in everyday life, through our unconscious and 

often repetitive behaviours.

[...]


In a sort of way, the “quantum mirror” principle agrees to return to us extracts of our 
“multiple incarnations”. It can be compared to the fact of looking itself in a multiple 

facets’ mirror or in a mirrors’ maze.

Each person that enters in our energy field, represents in a symbolic way, a facet of 

this last one. They therefore become each of them, the reflection of all of our “I” 
already incarnated in 3rd density.” [...]”
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(Reviewed extracts of “Dialogue with our Angel n°23 - part 2).


The quantum mirror goes even further than the simple exploration of karmic 
memories, as it reveals to the one who has learnt to read them, all an ensemble of 
signs revealing the staircase’s step to climb. 

In order to polish the painting, it inserts in our existence signs coming from our past 
but also, information coming from a communication with ourselves in the future ! 
They are the synchronicities and the intuitions offered by our Self Superior who, - if 
we can say it this way -, reads and returns the experiences contained in the Soul.


The quantum void or black energy (more scientific terminology naming this 
phenomenon), contains the ensemble of possible information which, in a given 
situation, are likely to emerge from our bubble of perception.


A myriad of aspects come into play, as everything moves and intermingles itself in 
ourselves according to our experiences. Thanks to our awareness and 
understandings, these movements will have a tendency to make us exit from the 
orbit of the reproducibility of our experiences.


The “quantum” exchange sends us back constantly the links that all of our 
components maintain between them and that qualifie us momentarily. It can 
underlight relations that we are not inevitably aware of, but of which the revelation 
does however come to maturity to be put into evidence.


The quantum mirror thereafter becomes an open book in which is expressed the 
universal laws’ language. This symbolic language guides us, like a blind dog, to 
borrow one step at a time the zebra crossings going through the predatory reality 
boulevards of 3rd density.


These revelations spread themselves throughout all the experiences series as 
obviously in our space-time, we can not see itself materialise all the information at 
the same time.  This involves that we always have a path to go through (and this is 
the interest) to gather the pieces together. This is what gives the initiatory dimension 
of the experiences.


We find the reflection symbolic all along the human epic which mentions the soul’s 
mirror’s transcendence. This “power” is particularly put into highlight in the 
psychomanteum phenomenon, transcommunication’s instrument (communication 
with the hereafter - after life). This example makes it possible for us to highlight the 
faculty of multidimensional connexion of the quantum mirror, informing that we 
can also perceive it like an interface or like a door between dimensions of reality.
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Furthermore, the cyclic aspect of the universal laws engenders a “return” on certain 
experiences during our path, in order to dive into the mirror, deeper and deeper of 
our origins… 


The “quantum mirror” is therefore the multidimensional tool that life offers to us, to 
reveal our repressed emotions, the karmic knots to resolve, the consciousness’ 
steps to climb, in order to teach us to progressively modify our bubble of perception 
and to let us find again our creative power.


This is in this way that the manifestation of the symbolic or alchemical language 
guides us towards the realisation of a 4th STO density.
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